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The annual garden competition is just around the corner
and we can’t wait to start receiving entries and hearing the
stories behind them. Our categories cater for gardens of all
sizes and styles!
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Last edition we asked for feedback about this magazine.
We are grateful to everyone who responded either by
post, through their Housing Manager or via the website.
This feedback helps us to keep the magazine as interesting,
informative and relevant to you as possible.
We also take this opportunity to thank those of you who
took the time to complete our annual tenant survey. We
look forward to reporting back in the Summer edition.

- Niki Ford

It’s hard to believe but Christmas is not far away. In this
magazine, we’ve included some tips on making your
own decorations for the festive season and other special
occasions. There are some great ideas for everyone which
are both economical and environmentally friendly.

What’s the best way not to forget something really
important? Write it down. Such is the case for Ian
(page 10) who, at 90, has recently written a ‘book’ about
his own life to capture valuable lessons and experiences
for his grandchildren and generations to come.
We thought this was a fantastic idea and one worth
sharing – along with a few insights into Ian’s life across
the years.
Speaking of ageing well, all the research points to
volunteering being a key to improved health and
wellbeing. This certainly appears to be true for John,
who is a much-loved and valued volunteer in the
Marion area. Volunteering is so important to the
prosperity of our community. I know many of you
volunteer in a range of ways within your neighbourhoods
and local areas – kudos and thanks to you all.

Speaking of Christmas, we’re getting in early with a special
call out now for your favourite Christmas photos, recipes
or memories for our next edition.
Email placemaking@junctionaustralia.org.au or give
us a call with anything you’d like to share.
Until then, we wish you well.

-Housing
Niki Ford
Portfolio Manager

Junction acknowledges we are living on traditional Aboriginal Lands and
we offer our continued respect to Aboriginal people past and present.

Get in Touch
General Enquiries: 8275 8700

Karrl Smith with resident, Marlene

IN THEPark
RAJAH RESERVE IS FRONT AND CENTRE
FOR MANY OAKLANDS PARK RESIDENTS
AS A PLACE TO MEET, PLAY AND EXERCISE.
It’s also been the perfect site for a series
of Junction gatherings for locals over the
past few months.

• First Pop Up event in the area which saw 50 people sharing
coffee and crepes and enjoying activities run in partnership
with Family by Family.

In the lead up to, and since, taking over
the management of 255 properties in the
area from Housing SA in May, our staff
have been familiar faces and we’ve been
delighted with the engagement across
initiatives including our:

• NAIDOC Week celebrations including a barbecue with 40 people,
featuring an educational and colourful Welcome to Country and
Smoking Ceremony by Kaurna Narrunga man, Karrl Smith.

Join us on social media

• Walking group which is now thriving with many participants each
Wednesday joining each other for a few laps around the block.
Each time there are some new faces and some return walkers
who chat as little – or as much – as they want as they go.
Walking group members say it has improved their personal
fitness, helped them put names to faces and build friendships.

Maintenance: 8210 7010
Please quote your Unique Payment Reference number when
paying via EFT, Westpac deposit and cheque or money order.
Bank: Westpac
BSB: 035 053
Account: 298 277
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junctionaustralia.org.au
Junction’s registered community housing provider is
Junction and Women’s Housing Ltd.

WANT TO JOIN THE FUN?

Everyone is Welcome!

The walking group meets at 9.15am every Wednesday
at Rajah Reserve ready to head off at 9.30am
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The next Pop Up Event is on October 14 from
3pm to 5pm at Rajah Reserve.
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“WHEN I HELP PEOPLE IT INSPIRES
ME TO BE HAPPY, VOLUNTEERING
MAKES ME FEEL HAPPY.”

Every Monday morning he arrives bright and early at
the organisation’s Community Centre on Marion Road,
where he unpacks new and much needed items for the
emergency relief program.
As a volunteer for the past decade, he also assists with
administration group tasks and is a friendly and familiar
face around the centre.
John sees himself as a “community directory” supporting
people from all walks of life to connect with their
neighbourhood and community.

MarionLIFE described John as a “joyful contributor
and enthusiastic participant.”

“When I help people it inspires me to be happy,”
he explains. “Volunteering makes me feel happy.”

“John volunteers in the Community Meal and Pantry
program,” MarionLIFE’s Rebecca said. “He is a regular
at Brekky for Blokes and the Side Gate Café.”

John is not alone. According to Volunteering SA/NT,
people who “give” - including their time - have been
reported to be happier and healthier.

John is proud to be connected with Marion Mugs –
a program which won the Loneliness Cure Award from
Community Centres SA in 2019.

Through interacting with other people, setting and
achieving goals and learning new things, volunteers tend
to be more satisfied with their lives, research shows.

John said “MarionLIFE was an extension of family creating
a safe space to foster friendships, learn new skills and
connect with other people and services.”

Junction Housing Manager, Luke with John

MARIONLIFE RUNS A RANGE OF
PROGRAMS TO SUPPORT LOCALS.
INITIATIVES INCLUDE:

Mondays
A JOY FOR JOHN
FOR MANY PEOPLE, STARTING THE WEEK CAN BE A HARD SLOG.
NOT SO FOR MARIONLIFE VOLUNTEER, JOHN.

Marion Mugs
No cost and no booking required. Come along for conversation,
companionship and coffee. Held in the MarionLIFE community
garden. Weekly, Monday 9.30-11.30am.
Community Meal
No cost and no booking required. Family friendly and held on
the 1st and 3rd Thursday of the month at the Marion Church
of Christ pavilion 6.30-7.30pm. A delicious two-course meal
cooked by creative chefs and you pay only what you can afford.
Brekky for Blokes
No booking required. Great Food. Great Company.
Great Time Out. 2nd and 4th Friday of the month,
gold coin donation. 9.00am

For more information about MarionLIFE visit
www.marionlife.org.au or phone (08) 8277 0304.
To find out more about volunteering in your area
contact Volunteering SA/NT via the website
www.volunteeringsa-nt.org.au or phone (08) 8221 7177
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Michael with his Model Cars

Meet Michael. As a creator of delicate wooden model
cars, there’s no prizes for guessing how the retired spray
painter and panel beater spent a great deal of time
during the recent COVID lockdown.

MICHAEL
and his Model Cars

THEY HAVE WOODEN FRAMES, WOODEN TOPS
AND WOODEN MOTOR - BUT THEY ‘WOULDN’T’ START.
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It doesn’t stop at vehicles, either. Michael is a master
with woodwork, even making his own tools.
In 2013, he won a local eight-ball tournament and was
crowned ‘Player of the Year’ – an achievement he credits
to his own hand-made cue. However, it’s a humble cricket
bat that remains one of his most treasured creations.

Developing a love of automobiles as a teenager,
Michael’s attention to detail and craftsmanship is
astonishing – all parts of the models are made from wood
“When my grandson was six he asked for his first cricket
– the body, steering wheel, gear stick and dashboard.
bat, I said, ‘would you like me to buy you one or teach
“When I start making a model sometimes I look at
you how to make a cricket bat,” he said.
a demonstration or I make my own version, like my
Michael’s grandson, now 22, still cherishes that cricket
favourite model so far, the ‘Rat Rod Tow Truck’,” he said.
bat his grandfather proudly made and gifted him.
“When I am fixing a problem, I step back and observe
Michael was the youngest of 11 children and has lived
all the angles for about 20 minutes to see what the best
with his wife Pam in Oaklands Park for 36 years.
approach is to solving the problem. From there I take
The management of their property transferred to
it one step at a time to make sure I don’t make the job
Junction from Housing SA in May.
harder than it needs to be.”
“I made a model for the Victorian Fire Service, an exact
replica of a fire truck that was burnt in the bush fires.
That was special. The ability to give something back to
a community that does so much, meant a lot to me.”

Michael and Pam are quite the creative couple, Michael
working on his model cars with Pam usually in another
room painting some beautiful landscape images.
“Pam is always giving me encouragement and credit for
the hard work, we’re a good team,” he said.
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TOOL LIBRARYTurns Two
THE JUNCTION TOOL LIBRARY RECENTLY CELEBRATED ITS SECOND BIRTHDAY.
The initiative, which started in mid-2019, has facilitated
80 ‘borrows’ from people across the Marion area with
the battery operated whipper-snipper and lawn mower
most in demand.

Denise said most borrowers were regulars but she had
started to see some new faces.

Co-ordinated by volunteer, Denise, the library got ‘off the
ground’ with ‘seed’ funding from City of Marion and is
supported by MarionLIFE.

A GROWINGProblem

MOULD IS A MEMBER OF THE FUNGI FAMILY AND IT CAN BE FOUND
IN MANY PLACES AND SPACES.
Mould loves damp and humid conditions and low levels
of light which is why you’ll notice bathrooms and laundry
rooms are often where it makes an appearance.
You can stop mould growth in its tracks, or prevent it all
together by:
• Opening windows: This is the number one tip for
minimising excess moisture in rooms. Mould likes dark
and damp conditions to grow, so open up your blinds
and windows and let natural light and air circulate.
If it is safe to do so keep the bathroom window open
for at least 15 minutes after you turn the shower off
so that excess moisture can move out of the room.
• Improving ventilation: Indoor air quality is important
for good health. Make sure you turn on your fan when
running hot water, and or keep a window open. Dust
your fan regularly to ensure it’s working effectively.
Run the exhaust fan in the bathroom for about 20
minutes after showering to draw the moisture out of
the room.

• Hanging up your bath towels to dry after using
them: The damp fibres of towels and bath mats are
perfect for harbouring mould spores. Wash towels and
bath mats frequently.
• Avoiding harsh chemicals: Fumes contribute to
poor indoor air quality and their abrasive nature can
damage your bathroom surfaces, making the surface
more susceptible to mould growth.

Borrowing is free for Junction tenants while items can
be borrowed by the general public for $5 with a $10
(refundable) deposit for both.
Denise said locals had really appreciated the Tool Library –
especially those with big backyards.

“Come spring time it’s a different story.”
Following the success of Marion Tool Library and
local demand, plans for a Strathalbyn version are
now underway.
The Marion Tool Library is open Tuesdays from
9am to 3pm at MarionLIFE 887 Marion Road,
Mitchell Park SA 5043.
For more information phone 0410 432 425.
Bookings essential.

“It can cost up to $70 or $80 to get your lawns mowed
and many people can’t afford to buy the equipment,”
Denise said. “I think it’s really helping people.”

Volunteer Denise with
one of the lawn mowers
available for loan

“During winter things slow down a bit because there’s no
use doing the lawns when they’re wet.

2021

Gardening
Competition

ENTRIES OPEN: 30 AUGUST - 29 OCTOBER

• Cleaning Regularly: Cleaning your bathroom regularly
is key to preventing a mould problem.
• Reporting plumbing leaks as soon as possible:
Junction can arrange repairs. Plumbing problems such
as leaks or blockages can lead to a build-up of stagnant
water in your house – perfect for mould.

• Mopping up excess water: After you take a shower,
look around for areas in your bathroom where
condensation has built up, like your shower screens
and windows, and dry those areas to prevent moisture
seeping into surfaces.
• Tidying up products: Avoid keeping bottles, toys or
other items in the shower as they provide places for
mould to grow.

TOP

tip

If you want to try and reduce humidity levels
in your bathroom, a natural alternative
involves adding a ‘dehumidifying’ plant like
a cactus, to your bathroom!

*A big thanks to our friends at YourPlace Housing for lending us these top mould tips!
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To enter, please email images of your garden,
your name, address, contact number and a
small blurb on what gardening means to you to:
placemaking@junctionaustralia.org.au
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Don't Forg

For
What
IT’S WORTH
WHEN MOST OF US THINK OF
VIDEO ‘GAMERS’ OUR MIND
JUMPS TO TEENAGERS AND
TWENTY-SOMETHINGS – BUT
THAT’S NOT ALWAYS THE CASE.

Junction tenant, Ian

“I LOVE TO PAINT; MY DAUGHTER
IS GOOD AT IT TOO. I TAUGHT
MYSELF HOW TO PAINT; THE
FIRST ONE I EVER DID IS AN OIL
PAINTING OF A SUNSET THAT
HANGS IN MY BEDROOM.”
Ian’s paintings

In fact, for Ronald Ian (prefers to be called Ian)
who recently turned 90, sitting down with his Xbox360
is one of his favourite past-times.
The Junction tenant, who mostly enjoys combat and flight
simulation games, said it keeps his mind working.

Ian tells how he loved this time of his life and “the
consistency” but things took a sad turn when his wife
passed away, and only a day later he was diagnosed with
prostate cancer.

Ian smiles as he recalls the old tunes they used to play
and all the fun they had. He tells us ‘giving back’ is the
secret to getting through hard times.

However, he also looks at what got him through the
hard times.

Not that he needs to worry. Ian is as sharp as a tack which
“I sold the factory, packed everything up and moved
is a good thing as he has just embarked on the task of
back to Mildura to receive cancer treatment and to be
capturing his life in words.
with family” Ian said. “I met up with a group of ladies who
‘For What It’s Worth’ encompasses stories, wisdom and
were singers and musicians. I was quite good at playing
experiences from Ian’s past for generations to come.
the accordion and mouth organ so we all joined together
and spent 4 days a week performing for patients at the
It also includes details of the many exciting and
Hospital and other venues around Mildura. Giving back
interesting hobbies he has had over the years,
at the time gave me so much joy, there were moments
including learning to fly planes, creating intricate and
where I forgot all the pain and this really
detailed wooden carvings, joining the army reserves after helped me through.”
the war, playing football and his passionate support for
the Adelaide Crows – as well as video games.

Ian moved back to Mt Pleasant into Tallunga Village
in 2005 to complete radium treatment. Sadly, Ian’s
second son passed away suddenly in 2007.
When he isn’t writing chapters for his book, or enjoying
one of the aforementioned hobbies, Ian spends time with
his children who drive from all corners of Adelaide weekly
to see him.
“I love to paint; my daughter is good at it too. I taught
myself how to paint; the first one I ever did is an oil
painting of a sunset that hangs in my bedroom,” he said.
Ian’s beloved family recently threw him a grand birthday
party to celebrate his 90 years. “There were 62 people
in total; they came from everywhere – Melbourne,
Cairns and Mildura,” he said “I was very happy.
We had a wonderful time.”

Ian talks about ‘life back then’ where he shares the
stories from his country childhood. Born in Wentworth
and growing up in Mildura, ending up in Mount Pleasant
an impressive 90 years later, Ian has always enjoyed the
country lifestyle and fresh air.

Ian has now been living in Tallunga Village for 16 years.
His neighbours include good friend, Doreen Nash.

“I moved to the area in 1988 where my wife Coral and
I took up some property in Sanderston (around 20kms
from Mt Pleasant) where we started a factory that made
components for hardware stores” he said.
A father of five, grandfather of eight and greatgrandfather of seven, Ian, who was a maintenance
contractor and builder by trade, said his middle years
passed quickly.

Ian’s brother Barry aged 5 with Ian aged 15
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Ian when he was 10 years old holding Barry, 1941
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DECORATING IN

Environmental
Style

With the holiday season just around the corner, here’s some
ideas to make your next celebration more sustainable.
1. Use what you already have or consider buying reusable,
multi-purpose decorations
2. Try visiting a second hand or thrift store for affordable,
reusable décor options
3. Replace plastic utensils with compostable alternatives
4. Instead of balloons and other plastics, consider decorating
with paper or cloth decorations
5. Decorate with natural elements like flowers, branches,
pine cones etc.
6. Make your food the focal point – create fun shapes and
designs or even a grazing table so your food becomes the
décor!
Once the party’s over…
1. Consider donating any unwanted decorations to
a community centre
2. Give away or share decorations with friends and neighbours
Send us a picture of your holiday decorations.
Email to: placemaking@junctionaustralia.org.au

Goolwa Main Street

REACHING OUT ON

The Fleurieu

PHONE AFriend

FEEL LIKE A CHAT? FRIEND LINE IS FOR ANYONE
WHO NEEDS TO CONNECT OR JUST WANTS A TALK.
All conversations with Friend Line are anonymous and friendly volunteers are ready
for a yarn and to share a story or two. The line is open 10am – 8pm, 7 days a week.
Phone 08 7078 6229 or free call 1800 424 287 or visit www.friendline.org.au
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Deb Robinson, Regional Manager

Junction provides housing, support and services across
28 different local Government areas in South Australia.

“We are really privileged to be a key service provider for
many people on the Fleurieu,” Deb said.

We have a large presence on the Fleurieu Peninsula
managing around 250 properties and providing
homelessness support and domestic violence services
across the district.

“It is truly a wonderful community and so much of
what we do, as an organisation, is made possible by
the generosity of locals including volunteer groups,
businesses and other partner groups.”

Deb Robinson, our Regional Manager, Fleurieu and
Kangaroo Island, said our Goolwa office was our base
in the region for all housing, homeless and DV
services but staff were familiar faces in and around
neighbourhoods and communities stretching from
Strathalbyn to Yankalilla.

Our Goolwa office is located at
31B Cadell Street, Goolwa.
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Spring Word Search
Sugar Free, Egg Free Cake
A big thank you to Jody from Seaford who has shared her recipe for a sugar free and
egg free cake. Jody enjoys making this cake to suit a range of dietary requirements
and describes it as being “like a fruit bread, and it’s nice with butter!”
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INGREDIENTS

METHOD
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2 cups of wholemeal self-raising flour

STEP 1
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2 cups of dessicated Coconut
1 cup of sultanas or mixed dried fruit

Preheat the oven to 180 degrees.

STEP 2

1/2 cups of pecan nuts or

Add all ingredients into a large mixing bowl.
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almonds chopped

STEP 3
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1 1/2 - 2 cups of skim milk

Mix everything together with a wooden spoon.

STEP 4

Tip the mixture into a lined cake tin.

SPRING

FLOWERS

BLOSSOM

THRIVING

STEP 5

BLOOM

GREEN

LUSH

WARM

BUTTERFLY

SEASON

SPROUT

SUN

SUNSHINE

BRIGHT

PLANTS

CRISP

Cook at 180 degrees for 1 hour.

STEP 6

Remove from the oven and allow to cool.

STEP 7

Serve and enjoy.
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MY AGEDCare

If you need some help around the house or wish to explore your options,
My Aged Care is here to help.

NEED SOME HELP?
I HAVE QUESTIONS
If you need some help, the My Aged Care
team can answer most of your questions
over the phone.
Call 1800 200 422

SOMEONE TO TALK ON MY BEHALF
A friend or a family member can speak on
your behalf by becoming your representative.

AN ADVOCATE FOR MY RIGHTS
Advocacy services ensure that the rights
of anyone receiving or seeking aged care
services are supported. They also make it
easier to make decisions about care.

SUPPORT FOR ALL
Information and support is available to help
people of all backgrounds, languages and
situations to access the help they need.
This includes LGBTI+, Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people, veterans, and more.

junctionaustralia.org.au

